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Resource Based Optimization for Simultaneous
Shield and Repeater Insertion
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Abstract—A new approach for resource based optimization for
high performance integrated circuits is presented. The method-
ology is applied to simultaneous shield and repeater insertion,
resulting in minimum coupling noise under power, delay, and
area constraints. Design expressions exhibiting parabolic noise
behavior are compared with SPICE simulations. Due to the para-
bolic coupled noise behavior, the minimum noise is established. A
design case is compared with only shielding and only repeater in-
sertion techniques, exhibiting enhanced performance for different
resources.

Index Terms—Area, delay, noise, optimization, power, repeater
insertion, resources, shielding, tradeoff surface.

I. INTRODUCTION

F URTHER INCREASES in integrated circuit (IC) scaling
requires more efficient devices, circuits, and systems in

terms of power, delay, noise, and area. Efficient optimization
processes are therefore required. To achieve this capability,
many different design techniques are used. In many cases, only
one technique is implemented; however, two or more techniques
applied simultaneously may provide higher performance. A
methodology that considers multiple design objectives while
satisfying system requirements typically utilizes lower re-
sources. Optimization processes and related design techniques
applied to high performance ICs are the topic of this paper.

A standard optimization process is based on a cost function.
There are two steps involved in this process, i.e., building a func-
tion and determining the optimal value of the function. The cost
function is typically a sum of coefficients multiplied by the re-
sources or a product of resources with power coefficients, such
as

cost power delay noise area (1)

cost power delay noise area (2)

where and characterize the importance of a particular re-
source. In [1], the function with and

, referred to as a power–delay product, is used to optimize a
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system of tapered buffers. While normalization is required for
the resources in (1), (2) is more complicated. The primary dis-
advantage of a standard optimization process is the requirement
to select the values of and prior to the optimization process.

IC development can be functionally separated into two
major layers, namely, the design layer and the supportive
layer. The design layer includes the architecture, circuit, and
interconnect. The power supply system, clock distribution
network, and substrate are related to the supportive layer. In
the literature, a number of local optimization techniques have
been published for each separate group of the layers. For in-
terconnect, low-swing interconnects [2], cascaded buffers [3],
repeater insertion [4], shielding [5], differential signaling [6],
[7], active regeneration [8], [9], intentional skewing [10], bus
swizzling [11], [12], and tapered interconnects [13] are well
known design techniques. Each technique trades off power,
delay, noise, and area differently. Delay, bandwidth, and power
for RC and RLC interconnects have been investigated in [14],
however, only one design technique, repeater insertion, is used.
By combining some of these techniques, more efficient results
may be achieved. In [15], two methods, i.e., shield and repeater
insertion, have been combined to reduce noise within a standard
optimization process.

In this paper, a general resource based optimization process
is presented. Any design constraint may be characterized as a
resource. Some constraints, such as power and area, are more
commonly treated as a resource. Other design objectives, such
as delay or noise, are less commonly referred to as a resource.
A practical application is composed of a combination of opti-
mization processes and multiple design techniques. A method-
ology that considers these issues in an integrated fashion is the
focus of this paper. Two different techniques that provide immu-
nity to coupled noise, namely, shield and repeater insertion, have
been combined based on resource optimization to exemplify this
process. Each of the techniques exhibits different power, delay,
noise, and area resource characteristics.

This paper is organized as follows. Limitations to the standard
optimization process that motivates resource based optimization
processes are described in Section II. This process is simultane-
ously applied to shield and repeater insertion in Section III. Each
resource model is also presented in this section. A practical case
study is presented in Section IV. In Section V, simultaneous
shield and repeater insertion techniques are compared with only
shielding and only repeater insertion. Finally, this paper is con-
cluded in Section VI.

II. RESOURCE BASED OPTIMIZATION PROCESS

Limitations in standard optimization processes are described
in Section II-A. The theory and limitations of resource based
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Fig. 1. Optimization flow diagram. (a) Standard and (b) resource based optimization processes.

optimization processes are presented in Sections II-B and II-C,
respectively. Different design techniques are introduced in
Section II-D.

A. Limitations in Standard Optimization Processes

A general flow for a standard optimization process is shown
in Fig. 1(a). The primary disadvantage of this flow is the need
for user involvement before the optimization process is initiated.
The function and coefficients must be allocated for each
resource. For the same system, two users may choose different
coefficients and thereby produce different results. Additionally,
some resources have changing importance. These aspects con-
strain the standard optimization process.

B. Resource Based Optimization Processes

To overcome these limitations, a different resource based op-
timization process is proposed. The user involvement occurs at
the end of this process. In Fig. 1(b), a flow diagram of this re-
source based optimization process is presented.

In order to provide insight into the resource based optimiza-
tion flow, consider a system where

area width (3)

noise width (4)

A fundamental assumption in (3) and (4) is that the width de-
termines the area and noise. Conversely, the area or noise may

determine the width. By inverting (3), the same system is de-
scribed by

width area (5)

noise width (6)

Substituting (5) into (6), the same system can be characterized
by

noise area (7)

This system representation describes the relationship between
the two resources and can be presented as a tradeoff line.

Power, area, noise, and delay are four primary design criteria.
The number of variables, e.g., line width, shield width, number
of repeaters, and power supply, is typically high. Any system
can be represented by variables and resources

... (8)

where are the resources, such as power,
delay, noise, and area, and are the variables, such
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as line width, shield width, and length. Inverting the first equa-
tions in (8)

... (9)

To exemplify this process, if equations in (8) are invertible,
(9) describes the same system. The first equations in (9) are
substituted into the last equation in (9), resulting in

(10)

Representing the system by (10), the interaction is among the
resources and not among the design variables. The function
described in (10) represents a solution space. The behavior of
each resource among the other resources is referred to here as a
tradeoff surface.

C. Limitations in Resource Based Optimization Processes

Resource based optimization also exhibits limitations. These
limitations can be categorized as follows:

1) model inaccuracies;
2) function inversability.

In a standard optimization process, inaccuracy in the models
produces quantization error. In resource based optimization,
however, this error is cumulative. Due to these additive er-
rors, the models used in this optimization process must be
sufficiently accurate. Otherwise, only the fidelity of the final
function may be useful.

Function inversability is a different limitation in resource
based optimization processes. For , where cannot
be directly extracted, certain techniques are required to provide
inversability. Some of these techniques are truncation, Taylor
expansion, and approximation, which can lead to greater model
inaccuracy.

In Section III, a case study is presented where these resource
based process limitations are demonstrated. The limitations are
described, and strategies for overcoming these constraints are
provided.

D. Local Optimization Techniques

Several techniques have been proposed in the literature
to overcome interconnect noise, such as shielding, repeater
insertion, differential signaling, active regeneration, intentional
skewing, and bus swizzling. Each of these techniques protects
the interconnect from coupled noise in a different way and
requires different resources. The following section focuses on
two commonly used techniques, namely, shield and repeater
insertion.

III. SHIELD AND REPEATER INSERTION

Placing a shield beside and inserting repeaters along a victim
line are chosen to exemplify the resource based optimization
process. The width of the shield line and the number and size of
the repeaters are chosen to express noise on the victim line as a
function of power, area, and delay resources. Repeater insertion,
shielding, and basic resource expressions are summarized in the
following section. As compared to [15], where a function
is used, this paper is based on resource optimization. In [15], the
noise is modeled based on the Devgan metric [16], while in this
paper, the shielded noise model is based on [17].

A. Repeater Insertion

Repeater insertion is a well known design technique to reduce
the delay required to propagate a signal along a line [4]. The
objective is to divide the interconnect into smaller sections, re-
ducing the quadratic delay dependence on length to a linear de-
pendency, thereby reducing the overall delay [18]. If the number
of repeaters is too small, the delay due to the interconnect will
be dominant. If the number of repeaters is too large, the repeater
delay dominates. The optimal number of repeaters that mini-
mizes the overall delay has been presented in [4], [14], and [18].

An additional advantage of repeater insertion is reducing the
coupled noise from adjacent interconnects. It is impractical,
however, to insert excessive repeaters due to delay, power, and
area constraints.

B. Shielding

Shielding inserts an additional line between a victim line and
an aggressor line. This technique can be divided into two major
categories: passive and active shielding [19]. The focus of this
paper is on passive shielding. A passive shield line is connected
to the power/ground network, filtering the noise from the ag-
gressor away from the victim line. The technique is highly ef-
fective, although significant area is required.

C. Resources

Four primary resources for simultaneous shield and repeater
insertion are considered: power, delay, noise, and area. In this
paper, the resource models are based on a 0.18 m CMOS tech-
nology.

1) Power: Two primary power dissipation sources are
considered. The first source, dynamic power, is used to charge
and discharge the interconnect and transistor capacitances. The
second source, short-circuit power, also occurs when the tran-
sistors switch. During the switching time, the current from the
power to ground network passes through the NMOS and PMOS
transistors. This power component is typically in the range
of 5%–10% of the overall transient power. The total transient
power is the summation of the dynamic and short-circuit power

power power power (11)

The dynamic power is

power (12)
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where and are the power supply voltage and operating fre-
quency, respectively. is a switching coefficient characterizing
the switching behavior, and is the effective capacitance

(13)

, , , and are the line capacitance, minimum gate ca-
pacitance, ratio between the final and minimal transistor widths,
and the number of inserted repeaters along the victim line, re-
spectively. The short-circuit power for one transistor is [18]

power (14)

where and are the threshold voltages of the NMOS and
PMOS transistors, respectively. and are the lumped load
resistance and capacitance, respectively. is the saturation
velocity, also defined in [18], and is the maximum satura-
tion current of the switching transistor and is expressed as

(15)

where , , , and are the N-type mobility, oxide ca-
pacitance, width, and length of the transistor, respectively.
Expressing (14) in and , the following terms are substituted:

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

where , , and represent the minimum resistance, min-
imum width, and minimum saturation velocity of the transistor,
respectively. and are the resistance and capacitance of
the victim line, respectively. The NMOS and PMOS threshold
voltages are assumed to be equal, permitting the total short-cir-
cuit power to be expressed as

power

(20)

2) Delay: Minimizing the overall interconnect delay in a re-
peater system has been investigated in [4]. In [18], a more ac-
curate delay expression is presented based on the saturation ve-
locity characteristic

delay (21)

where is relative to the propagation delay and equal to 0.693
for 50% of the voltage waveform (or 2.3 for 90%). Substituting
(16)–(18) into (21), the signal propagation delay is

delay (22)

Fig. 2. Model of shielding effect with coupling noise [5].

Two resources, and , only affect the repeater inser-
tion process. Another two resources, and , are de-
fined simultaneously for both shield and repeater insertion.

3) Noise: Noise modeling in shielded interconnect has been
investigated in [5] and [17]. From the shield model used in [17]
and shown in Fig. 2, the noise as a function of the shield line
width is approximated by

noise (23)

where is the width of the shield line, and and are
constants extracted from the model. The noise voltage is nor-
malized to , beginning from with no shield line present

and exponentially decreasing with wider shield lines.
The exponential term emphasizes the effectiveness of this tech-
nique. Repeater insertion divides the overall length of the line
into smaller sections. Assuming a uniform distribution of the
noise along the victim line, the total noise of the line is

noise (24)

dividing the noise by the number of inserted repeaters. The total
effect of inserting a shield line and repeaters is expressed as a
product

noise noise noise (25)

4) Area: A schematic layout of a shielded line with repeaters
is shown in Fig. 3. The width ratio between the PMOS and
NMOS transistors is three. The PMOS transistor is designed in
a stack structure to reduce the overall width. Half of the NMOS
and PMOS transistors are under the signal line, resulting in a
total repeater width of . Note that the power, ground, and
aggressor lines are not shown and are not considered in the area
expression. The area of the structure shown in Fig. 3 is

area length (26)

where , , and represent the total length, signal line
width, and spacing between the signal line and shield line, re-
spectively. Two terms in this equation, and , are the design
variables.
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Fig. 3. Schematic layout of a signal line with shield line and repeaters to reduce
coupling noise.

D. Coupling Noise With Resource Based Optimization

The resource models are summarized in (27)–(30) and ex-
pressed in terms of the resources and variables

power (27)

delay (28)

noise (29)

area (30)

Due to the two common variables, a resource based optimiza-
tion procedure is initiated with (27) and (28). The overall power
equations are noninvertible, demonstrating the limitation of this
procedure. The truncation method is therefore used, where the
short-circuit power term is dropped, resulting in a successful in-
version

power delay (31)

power delay (32)

The becomes to emphasize that only dynamic
power is considered. The short-circuit power is added later in
the procedure. Equations (31) and (32) are substituted into (30)

area power delay (33)

Inverting (33), the width of the shield line is

area power delay (34)

Fig. 4. Noise as a function of power and delay in a system with shields and
repeaters.

Substituting (31), (32), and (34) into (29), the noise function is

noise area power delay (35)

Note that the noise is not a function of the number or size of the
repeaters or width of the shield line.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A case study with inserted repeaters and a shielded victim line
is considered. The area, power, delay, and noise are evaluated
for this system. Several physical parameters are chosen to re-
flect practical design characteristics. Specifically, m,

mm, V, V, m,
fF, , m, m,

, and m . By increasing the
area, the noise is reduced since wider shield lines and additional
repeaters are possible. The noise monotonically decreases as a
function of area; therefore, the area is set to a value of 4.15 nm ,
which is a practical design value.

Each solution of (35) represents a specific , , and ,
which determines the short-circuit power from (20). The short-
circuit power is added to the dynamic power, permitting the
overall power dissipation to be estimated.

A graph presenting as a function of and is
shown in Fig. 4. Note the relationship among power, delay, and
noise, generating a tradeoff surface, permitting different trade-
offs to be made. The top view of the graph shown in Fig. 4
is shown in Fig. 5, where the lighter region indicates a higher
noise. For this design case, a 180 ps delay is the minimum delay,
as shown in Fig. 5. This delay is not the same as determined in
[4], [14], and [18] since power, noise, and area are also consid-
ered. The lower edge of the power curve, shown in Fig. 5, satu-
rates to a minimum power value. This curve does not reach zero
due to the minimum power required to charge and discharge the
line capacitance.

In Fig. 6, noise is presented as a function of delay at a constant
power and maximum allowed area. An increase in delay will
reduce the coupling noise since more repeaters or wider shield
lines are available. The exponentially increasing curve, shown in
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Fig. 5. Top view of Fig. 4. The lighter color represents a larger amount of noise.

Fig. 6. Noise as a function of delay at a constant power (50 �W) and maximum
allowed area (4.15 nm ).

Fig. 6, indicates the noise penalty from choosing a value close to
the minimum delay. Note that by relaxing the delay constraint,
the coupling noise is significantly smaller.

Noise as a function of power at the maximum allowed delay
and area is shown in Fig. 7. The graph consists of two dif-
ferent regions. The noise is reduced by increasing the power, and
the noise increases at a higher power. This parabolic noise be-
havior can be exploited to determine the minimum noise for this
system. To motivate these results, three cases, shown in Fig. 7,
have been evaluated. The first case, at a power of 29 W, pro-
duces a 1.1% noise (normalized to ). The noise voltage in
this case is 21 mV. The noise for the second case located at a
power of 49 W is 0.65% (or 11.5 mV). The final case at a
power of 70 W produces 0.8% (or 14 mV) noise. The 20 mV
noise difference between the first and second case exemplifies
the tradeoff. The noise difference between the second and third
case is smaller but significant.

The effects of (number of repeaters), (width of the re-
peater), and (width of the shield line) as a function of power
are shown in Fig. 8. The area and delay are maintained at max-
imum values. With an increase in power, the number and width

Fig. 7. Noise as a function of power at the maximum allowed delay (350 ps)
and area (4.15 nm ).

Fig. 8. �, �, and � as a function of power at the maximum delay (350 ps)
and area (4.15 nm ).

TABLE I
THREE DESIGN CASES SHOWN IN FIG. 7 AND EVALUATED IN SPICE

of repeaters increase at a different rate, maintaining a constant
delay. Simultaneously, the width of the shield lines decreases,
providing more space for larger repeaters while maintaining the
area constant. The larger number of repeaters reduces the noise;
however, the reduction in the shield width increases the noise.
Adding repeaters at lower power levels reduces the noise more
than adding repeaters at higher power levels. Hence, at lower
power levels, the most efficient noise reduction technique is re-
peaters, while at higher power levels, the most efficient noise
reduction technique is shield lines, as shown in Fig. 7. Both of
these techniques reduce the noise, exhibiting a parabolic noise
behavior, allowing the minimum noise design to be determined.
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TABLE II
ANALYTIC AND SPICE RESULTS FOR THREE DESIGN CASES FROM TABLE I AND FIG. 7

Fig. 9. Delay, power, and noise for three different design cases. Analytic and
SPICE results are compared.

In this case, the minimum noise occurs at 49 W of total power
and contributes only 0.65% (or 11.5 mV) noise.

This concept is evaluated on a system composed of a victim
interconnect with several repeaters and a shield line. Three de-
sign cases, listed in Table I, are considered.

The power, delay, and noise are determined from SPICE sim-
ulations. The analytic model and SPICE results are compared in
Fig. 9 and Table II for three cases, listed in Table I, and shown in
Fig. 7. In Table II, the change in delay, power, and noise is deter-
mined relative to the minimum noise design case (second case).
In the analytic model, the delay is maintained constant; however,
small changes in the delay are noted from SPICE. The power re-
sulting from the analytic model and SPICE is similar. The noise
evaluated from SPICE also exhibits good agreement with the
analytic model. The SPICE results demonstrate the same para-
bolic noise behavior when simultaneously applying shield and
repeater insertion. The noise is lower in the second design case
than the first and third design cases, confirming the parabolic
noise behavior. The minimum noise is achieved with simulta-
neous shield and repeater insertion while satisfying power, area,
and delay constraints.

TABLE III
COMPARISON AMONG SHIELDING, REPEATER INSERTION, AND SHIELD AND

REPEATER INSERTION TECHNIQUES

V. COMPARISON OF SHIELD AND REPEATER INSERTION

TECHNIQUES

A comparison of simultaneous shield and repeater insertion
with only shielding (without repeater insertion) and only re-
peater insertion (without shielding) is discussed in this section.
The same resources are compared: power, delay, area, and noise.
A constant area of 4.15 nm is assumed.

In only shielding, all of the area except for the victim line and
spacing is dedicated to the shield line. A 1.65 m shield line is
inserted between the aggressor and victim lines. The reduction
in coupled noise is only due to the shield line, and according to
(25), when (a single driver repeater), the coupled noise is
0.81% (or 14.5 mV). The power dissipation is minimal, only 22.2

W,sincedynamicpower isonlydissipated for the lineanddriver
repeater, and a small amount of short-circuit power to switch the
driver repeater. The delay, however, increases to 515 ps.

In the repeater insertion case (without shielding), emphasis is
placed on achieving a target delay of 350 ps, as in the simulta-
neous shield and repeater insertion case. Consequentially, min-
imum noise is targeted. To minimize the noise, the largest number
of repeaters is required. To satisfy the target delay and area con-
straints, the highest number of repeaters is determined to be ten.
In this case, all of the area is occupied by the repeaters. The noise
is reduced from to or 13
mV. The power consumption for this system is comparably high,
i.e., 86.7 W. The results are compared in Table III.

Note in Table III that the noise is similar among all of the
cases. A noise advantage of 2–3 mV is determined for the si-
multaneous shield and repeater insertion case. If the delay is not
constrained, the more appropriate technique is only shielding
since minimal power is dissipated in this case. In those cases
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where the delay is also considered, the only repeater insertion
technique achieves the target delay with comparable noise per-
formance. The power dissipation, however, is almost twice that
of the simultaneous shield and repeater insertion case.

VI. CONCLUSION

Resource based optimization is described and compared to
standard optimization processes in this paper. The resource
based optimization process is evaluated for a system that
simultaneously considers shield and repeater insertion. The
methodology is used to investigate area, power, delay, and
noise tradeoffs. The coupled noise as a function of power with
maximum allowed delay and area is evaluated, demonstrating a
parabolic noise behavior. This approach permits the minimum
noise design to be determined. The analytic model exhibits
good agreement with SPICE. Over 50% reduction in coupled
noise is demonstrated as compared to three design cases by
applying this resource based optimization process. To moti-
vate simultaneous shield and repeater insertion, the following
three cases have been evaluated and compared: shielding only,
repeater insertion only, and simultaneous shield and repeater
insertion. The noise performance is comparable among all of
these techniques. With only shielding, however, the delay is
higher, while in only repeater insertion, the power is higher. In
practical cases where the delay, power, and area are constrained,
simultaneous shield and repeater insertion exhibits the best
performance.
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